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Rick Ross Inaugurated as Philadelphia’s New Police Commissioner

Mr. McKenna (left), Police Commissioner Ross (middle), and Mayor Kenney (right).

enough, and I can’t state it enough, that it
is so imperative for us to work together,
and a lot of what happens in our lives
helps to shape who we are, what we do,
and how we do it...We will work together
to do a variety of things.
“Obviously I spoke about improving police and community relations but
obviously our biggest issue right now is
to reduce crime as well….There are men
and women in this department that would
absolutely astound you. What they do,
their level of intelligence, their innovativeness—I could not be happier to lead
this organization because [the organization] makes me proud each and every day.
“We will leverage one of the greatest assets, and that is the community...

Central’s Got Talent
Despina Evangelopoulos (277) and
Serena Schwartz (277)
Proofreading Editor and
Staff Writer
On Friday, January 29th, the 275
senior class was in for a treat. The staff,
students, and administrators had worked
together to create numerous performances in the annual Central’s Got Talent.
This is a senior privilege and 275 was
ready to watch the much-awaited show.
It is a cherished and laudable tradition at
Central, and while the competition lasts
only an hour, the impressions and memories last forever. As the late bell rang, students quickly rushed to their auditorium
seats to see the show. The senior judges,
Nassir Grigsby, Manny Houndo, and
Tynecia Wilson, were sitting at a table
on the side of the stage. The show began
with Ms. McKenney singing the national
anthem with the audience.
Danny Valle (275) and Prapey Mao
(275), the hosts of the show, announced
the first act. Mr. McKenna, Ms. Scott,

and Ms. Harrington walked onto stage
wearing unusual attire. Mr. McKenna
rapped with a Central High School toga
and Ms. Scott and Ms. Harrington followed. The crowd went wild and the
judges loved them.
Some of the acts included singing,
instrumental performances, and rapping. Everyone appreciated the talent
of Central High School’s staff. Mr. Romoff expressively jazzed out with his
clarinet and Ms. MacArthur beautifully
played the piano. In the sixth act, Ms.
Holston sang incredibly, electrifying the
audience. As the talent show progressed,
several teacher came on stage in bands
to perform. Mr. Zak, Mr. Wenger, Mr.
Eddy, and Mr. Quinn performed the song
“Budapest” in a quartet. Mr. Giacomini
(aka G Squared) and Mr. Patton also
collaborated as a dynamic science duo
while rapping and flying a drone.
The third act to perform, which received second place, infatuated the 275
(continued on page 2)

Without them, we won’t be able to do
this. Whether you want to talk about
police-community relations or whatever
you want to title it, the reality of it is that
we must work together. A lot of that will
come together because of the leadership
of Mayor Kenney, District Attorney Seth
Williams, President of City Council Darrell Clarke, the clergy, and many other
people here today. So, I am confident that
we will do a lot for this city despite the
challenges we are up against….We need
to open the lines of dialogue to even those
who don’t trust and don’t want to connect
with us because we won’t do it any other
way. I think we reached a pinnacle where
it’s time to sit down and talk, and work
some things out.”

Ross then recounted an incident
from his childhood when a burglar
had broken into his family’s house.
However, due to the quick actions of
Ross’s neighbor, the burglar fled the
scene, and the neighborhood woke up.
Ross remembered how he had provided “backup” to his father, who, like all
of the other fathers in the neighborhood,
“had on his robes and pajamas.” They
all stood outside, alert, “with their right
hand in their robe pocket,” and patrolled
the neighborhood. That night left a significant impression on Ross’s character
because he saw how the community protected itself and was able to do so effectively when people worked together.
Ross also noted the significance

Central has had on his life.“So, a lot of
you already know as a result of a variety of sources, why Central? About two
months ago, maybe less than that, the
mayor-elect then, and I, had a conversation, one of many, and he said, ‘Look, I’m
not that conventional. If there
is a place that is important to you, I’m
okay. It doesn’t have to be City Hall,’ and
almost instantly I said Central, and he
jumped on it as well.”
Ross also referenced how many members of his family attended Central, which
made the school almost part of a family
tradition.
“It’s a wonderful institution. The mayor spoke about the fact that the diversity
that you see when you come here, you see
that right away. People from all over the
city of all backgrounds and all religions
come together and you automatically see
what this city is about—a city of neighborhoods.”
To end his speech, Ross addressed
members of 275, and offered them words
of advice relating to their future careers
and life after Central.
“You are leaving one of the finest
institutions in the country, and hold your
head high, irrespective of what institution
you choose to attend. Go to one. Make
yourself proud, and also go after your
dreams. Make certain that your actions
match your aspirations. If you claim you
want to do something, do it, and let everything that you do look like that. I know
you can do it. Make us all proud.”

W.E. the People

(continuted on page 2)

George Russell (275)
Proofreading Editor
Revolution is underway for the
Philadelphia Federation of Teachers,
commonly referred to as the Union. The
Union’s current leadership team is the
C.B. Team—the Collective Bargaining
team—whose president is Jerry Jordan.
However, the Union has an upcoming
election for new leadership, and an opposition slate called the Caucus of Working
Educators, or the W.E. slate, is running.
Two of Central’s teachers, Mr. Muhammad and Mr. Bezanis, are running for positions on this opposition slate.
The main ideological difference between C.B. and W.E. is that the W.E.
“wants teachers to be active, we want
teachers to be engaged, and we’re going to do that by organizing,” emphasized Mr. Muhammad. W.E. believes
in a strong building representative and
building committee to organize and engage not only in school level actions,
but also in city-wide actions. A building
representative is an elected PFT Union
official for every school, “so if there’s

PC: Ashish Dahal (275)

On Tuesday, January 5th, the 275
senior class was invited to watch Richard
Ross (241) get sworn in as Philadelphia’s
new Police Commissioner. Hundreds of
policemen and policewomen, all garbed
in uniform, from different departments
and counties watched Ross take the stage
and get sworn in by Philadelphia’s new
mayor, Jim Kenney, and District Attorney Seth Williams (244) in Central’s
auditorium. News cameras recorded the
momentous occasion and reporters (even
those from The Centralizer) eagerly waited for their chance to get statements from
Ross, Kenney, esteemed guests, and even
students.
After getting sworn in, Ross stood
at the podium and addressed the audience with a speech that highlighted how
he formed his values as a law enforcement officer and as an active member
of the Philadelphia community. He addressed the difficulties law enforcement
agencies face across the country and applauded the diligent service of the men
and women working in law enforcement.
“We need to be more responsive to and
more accountable for all of our neighborhoods,” stated Ross. “We can’t be afraid
of that. We can’t be afraid to show people
who we are and why we do things….
because after all, we can’t implore it

PC: Albert Tanjaya (275)

Zoe Braccia (275),
Ashish Dahal (275),
Natan Yakov (275)
Managing Editor and
Co Editors-in-Chief

Mr. Muhammad (left) and Mr. Bezanis (right).
a problem with administration, they go
to that person,” and “the building committee consists of the people that would
help me out,” explained Mr. Bezanis,
who is Central’s building rep. The W.E.
“wants all the officers to be known to
everyone in the building, and we don’t
want it to be just one person leading the union,” clarified Mr. Bezanis.

Organizing teachers is an obligation
that Mr. Muhammad feels the Union has
not put in any efforts to fill. The C.B.
team has primarily focused its efforts in
court cases and forming political relations. Although this is important, “the
power of any Union lies with its people,
it lies with its members,” explained Mr.
Muhammad.
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continued from page 1)
After the speeches, members of 275’s
cabinet presented Ross and Kenney with
Central gift bags. Ross proceeded to take
pictures with various officers, guests,
students, and family members. When
the time came to answer questions, Ross
made sure to save time for a brief interview with Centralizer reporters.
When asked about how Central helped
him on his career path, Ross answered,
“This is a challenging school, as you well
know, and it prepares you because it tells
you that you’ve got to work hard to succeed in life. They cut you no breaks here,
as you found out probably in ninth grade,
and it just demonstrates that if you really
want to do something significant in your
life, you have to put the work in. Your
actions should match your aspirations. If
you say you want to do something, then
everything you want to do should look
like that, even to other people.
“You can’t claim that you want to be a
doctor, but then your grades are horrible,
or you want to do that and you don’t go
to school. You have to do everything that
you want to do and it should match what
your aspirations are. It’s hard work, [but]
this school makes you do that. You might
not even get out of here with the highest
GPA, but to get out of here successfully,
you had better work. [Central is] just significant in everything.”
Ross had words for the Philadelphia
community and his thoughts on how he
would lead the police department as its
new head.
“We talk about partnerships all the
time, and partnerships actually go both
ways. We extend ourselves, and we’ll
be doing that in ways that they’ve never
seen, but we will need the same thing to
happen in return. Although some folks
might not always love us or what we do,
if you really want to make change, the
best way to do it is be on the inside. You
don’t have to come away loving the police department, but you can be a part of
the solution.”
In addition to interviewing Ross, Centralizer reporters were also able to interview Mayor Kenney and learn about his
thoughts on Central.
Kenney believed that Central was “a
high level of academics and great diversity. That’s the strength of this school—it’s

Mr. Patton performing.
The entire auditorium was engaged
and enjoyed every moment of the performance. Once finished, praise from Manny Houndo included, “This was the best
performance in the whole history of Central’s Got Talent,” gathering an immense
support from the crowd which wildly
cheered in support. The group of teachers
ended up receiving a well-deserved first
place in the competition with a perfect
score of 30 points.
Central’s Got Talent will always
be a memorable tradition to Central and
its students. The performances showcased were entertaining and exuberant.
The senior class was effervescent and
passionate about watching their peers and
classmates perform. Central’s Got Talent
explored the diversity not only amongst
the students, but also amongst the incredible staff.

Central Hosts National History Day
Natasha Chity-Guevara (277) and
Miten Amin (278)
Staff Writers
National History Day (NHD). Some
may be wondering what it’s about. This
is one interesting club in which members strive to express themes that connect
the past and the present with people everywhere. The club has been expanding
throughout the past four years, all thanks
to Albert Tanjaya (275). Albert founded
the club during his freshman year with
the support of Mr. Quinn. Tanjaya said,
“NHD is like my child. I started NHD
in my freshman year, because I loved it
when I did it in middle school.”
In his sophomore year, the club started
to grow. Teams within the club competed
to see which projects would advance to
districts. That year, two teams progressed
to the district league, which was held at
the National Constitution Center. Tanjaya’s team passed the state league, but did
not progress further. However, in accordance with the club’s previous success, it
seemed only fitting that in Albert’s junior
year, the club would expand even more.

During that year, three teams made it to
the district league, but once again all were
defeated. This year there are six teams
advancing to the district championships.
In addition, Mr. Drago created Central History Day (CHD) in partnership
with National History Day. However,
this event is only for students who have
Mr. Drago, Mr. Graham, or Mr. Muhammad. Both CHD and NHD are teaming
up for the Central event and the district
event. “NHD is more than just a ‘science
fair for history.’ The contest promotes
critical thought and original research, two
skills that are highly prized in all lines
of work,” said Mr. Drago, when asked
about his views on NHD and its impact
on students. Students may choose a topic
relating to this year’s theme: Encounters,
Exploration, and Exchange. Students can
present their project through five different media: a documentary, a website, an
exhibit, a paper, or a performance.
Emma Helstrom (277), a member of
one of the groups advancing to districts,
said, “I believe our project was relevant
to our current society, and for me, personally, the project made me more aware of
Ebonics (our topic). I hope it opened the
eyes of the educators who we presented it
to and those of the students as well.” The

students are not just doing this for a grade
or acknowledgement; NHD is something
that they are truly passionate about bringing into the public eye and making a difference with. This year, the district event
will be hosted on March 17th by the city
of Philadelphia at the National Constitution Center.

NHD project at the competition.

Conflicts Presents on Global Issues
Anna Pugsley (276)
Proofreading Editor

PC: Albert Tanjaya (275)

audience. Ms. Cervantes performed a
belly dancing routine. She was equipped
with alluring, white silk pleated wings
that floated around the stage, creating an
aesthetically pleasing performance. She
received a score of 29.5 points, tying with
Mr. Zak, who became the third place winner by way of cheers. During his performance, the audience waved phone lights
from side to side, creating an enamored
feeling with the energy in the room to invigorate everyone's spirits. When his performance ended, Manny Houndo commented, “I’ve been looking forward to
this the whole morning,” drawing an uproar in the crowd that pleasantly agreed.
The tenth act consisted of a spunky
surprise of seven blinging teachers. They
performed their own rendition of “Hotline Bling.” Ms. Cohen, Ms. Schromsky,
and Ms. Hestand danced in red jackets
with khaki pants and Timberlands, resembling Drake in his music video of
the song. Messrs. Franchetti and Blazer
played the song’s beat using drums and
bongos. While wearing a fake mustache,
Ms. Davenport sang about senioritis, using the hilarious lines, “You used to put
away your cell phone,” and, “You’ve
been cutting class and I feel left out.”

PC: Albert Tanjaya (275)
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Kenney signs into the visitors’ book.
co-educational and it’s diverse - ethnically, racially and socially.
When asked about how he would promote Central’s qualities and characteristics throughout the city, Kenney responded, “We have to bring, to lower-levelled
schools, services to young children who
are not getting services in their home or
from the community. We have to stabilize
their lives to deal with trauma and stabilize the child emotionally. We have to
continue to give our teachers the support
they need to improve academics so these
kids can grow in elementary school and
then have the opportunity to get into high
schools like Central.”
Kenney even had a few words of advice for Central students. He stated, “Stay
out of trouble. Do what you’re supposed
to do, and you know what you’re supposed to do. I think the most critical skill
that anyone can learn in an academic setting is how to write, strategically think,
and put those thoughts on paper in a
cogent way. It’s the most important skill
that anybody can learn, and that’s why
there are so many remedial courses in
college. If you can write, you can think,
and if you can think, you can articulate,
and that’s sixty percent of the game.”
Students that heed Kenney’s advice
might one day aspire to the greatness that
Ross himself achieved with his new position as police commissioner.
Ross embodies the characteristics
that Central hopes to instill in all of its
graduates. Ross’s leadership and outreach within the Philadelphia community
promises to restore order to a police department that has faced numerous controversies over the past few years. We wish
him best of luck in his new position as
police commissioner.

Ella Comberg (275) amd Ana De Luca Mayne (275) presenting (left) and students lining up for International Day Cafe (right).
Most students believe International
Day to be a celebration of Central’s cultural diversity. It is a time to learn about
and appreciate classmates’ cultures.
While that is true, not all aspects of culture are lighthearted. For the past four
years, Mr. Hung’s Conflicts class has
given presentations about global issues
to show and teach students all facets of
culture.
Students choose from various topics that they have already discussed in
class. Mr. Hung commented, “Culture is
more than just the food that people eat
and clothing that people wear. Culture
is also how people respond to the shared
conflicts they face, which cause them
to make different decisions about what
they eat and wear. As a result, I think it
is important to look at how people around
the world and at Central are addressing
controversial issues that shape who they
are.” Since the purpose of International
Day is to raise awareness and value plurality, these presentations take place in
appropriate forums.
Many of the presentations focus on
women’s rights, like that of Chelsea Tepel’s (275) group. Their presentation is
about reproductive rights in developing
countries and related issues, like maternal
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mortality, which is when a woman dies
during pregnancy or childbirth. Chelsea
described, “We’re presenting about the
direct and indirect causes of these reproductive health issues, and how they can
be prevented. I felt passionately about
this topic since it is such a preventable
issue. It mostly comes down to the right
medicine, knowledge, and value of human rights.” Like many Central students,
Chelsea had never heard of this problem before. She felt compelled to share
this information with others. She stated,
“I would like to spread awareness and
give other students the opportunity to
learn about maternal mortality. With this
knowledge, hopefully they will want to
take action and do something about it.”
Another Conflicts student, Ella Comberg (275), presented with her group
about sex slavery, trafficking, and pornography. This may hit home with most
Central students as Ella believes this issue is relevant all throughout the world,
in both developed and developing countries. “I chose this because I think a lot of
people either don’t know about sex trafficking, and if they do, they think of it as
something from very separate from their
lives. But the reality—at least according
to the perspective of our presentation—is

that pornography (something that many
people readily engage in watching) is often a form of sex slavery.”
While Chelsea’s presentation covers
misogynistic social attitudes in developing countries, Ella and her group tackle
this mindset in a domestic setting; consequences of such manifest themselves
differently. While sex slavery is a global
issue, it has internal ramifications. Ella
further explained, “We wanted to take
an opportunity to compare the two (sex
slavery and pornography) and maybe
get people to be more thoughtful about
something that’s very normalized. Our
argument is that even if something like
pornography is empowering for one
woman participating in it, it’s bad for
women as a whole because it’s a form of
objectification.”
Ella, like the rest of the Conflicts
presenters, hopes that audiences will gain
a new understanding and perspective of
global issues and take action in their own
lives, whether that be adjusting one’s
social perception or taking up activism.
However, to understand any culture, including our own, people must be familiar
with all aspects.
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Unmaking a Murderer

These kinds of cases can be heartbreaking. Leonard Christopher, also
known as the Frankford Slasher, was sentenced to life in prison in 1990, despite
the lack of witness testimony and there
being only circumstantial evidence linking him to the crime. Bluestine and the
Pennsylvania Innocence Project took on
his case in an attempt to get him acquitted and to clear his name. While Bluestine talks about how hearing a judge
overturn a conviction can be one of the

best moments in lawyer’s, let alone the
defendant’s, life, hearing that the person
for whom they’ve worked so hard will
remain in prison for the rest of their sentence (which is often life) can be equally
devastating.
In Pennsylvania alone, Bluestine
estimates that there are at least 3,000 inmates living in prison who have
been wrongfully convicted of a felony.
This happens for an indefinite number
of reasons, ranging from insufficient
evidence to police incompetence. However, one of the biggest problems within
the criminal justice system that lands
innocent people in prison lies with overworked, and sometimes incompetent,
defense attorneys. “Defense lawyers not
doing their jobs,” Bluestine stated, “is
probably one of the major reasons that
people get convicted for crimes they
didn’t commit.”
This, among other things, is one
of the issues that Making A Murderer attempts to address. The filmmakers bring
attention to the inherent flaws in our justice system—abuse of power by police,
judges, and the courts, the poor treatment
of suspects—that could lead an innocent
person to a life sentence. The documentary series is part of a larger movement,
a shift in the way the media portrays the
justice system, that began with the viral
podcast Serial. The Netflix series can’t
come soon enough. In 2014, Leonard
Christopher passed away from cancer after spending the last 24 years of his life
in prison. Despite the fact that there was
evidence that maintained his innocence,
he was never given the opportunity to
prove it.

(W.E. The People
continued from page 1)
Within the Union, W.E. plans to improve membership drive and strengthen
relationships with parents, community
groups, and even religious organizations;
W.E. wants to build relationships with
everyone who has a stake in public education. Currently, the 11,000 members
of the Union are disengaged and rarely
show up to Union events and rallies.
This is because, as Mr. Bezanis puts it,
“Year after year of the same leadership,
they’ve been lulled into this sense of
complacency.” Mr. Muhammad added,
“Membership has been disengaged by a
lack of transparency and a lack of communication from leadership.”
One major issue W.E. plans to tackle
is standardized testing. Central, a school
of academic excellence and rigor, has
always performed well on standardized
testing. However, there are schools that
test poorly because of underlying socioeconomic issues like systemic poverty
and under-funding. To combat poor test
scores, W.E. plans to make United OptOut, a parent-run organization that increases awareness around parent’s right
to opt their children out of standardized
testing, more known. W.E. also plans to
open the dialogue on test performance
and the frequently changing test material.
To make matters worse, teachers
have been uncontracted for the past four
years. Since Philadelphia was unionized
in the 1960s, contracts have covered
“pay, class size, which used to be up
in the forties, and then the Union and
the contract started shrinking it down,
and now it is contractually thirty, pay
increases, wages, and a lot more,” said
Mr. Bezanis. Because a new contract
has not been negotiated, teacher’s salaries have been frozen, and discussions
on class sizes and leveling have halted.

Leveling, the process of assigning
teachers to schools after classes begin
in the fall to lower class sizes, is related
back to the issue of hiring teachers. “I
was brought back from lay-off as a part
of the leveling process in the fall of 2013,
and I ended up here, which is a great
thing,” shared Mr. Muhammad. “But you
have a lot of teachers who really don’t
know where they’re going to end up because leveling takes so long.”
In addition to class sizes, teacher’s
benefits like social security, pension, and
healthcare, have been left unrepresented
and placed in jeopardy. Mr Bezanis
spoke of other school districts, saying
that when “teachers start paying into
their healthcare plan, then they [get] a
compensatory pay increase as well in order to offset that.” However, changes like
these can’t be implemented in the School
District of Philadelphia because the district refuses to meet with the teachers for
negotiations.
The C.B. is known for suppressing
the voices of the teachers when they try
to add their input on issues like salaries
and contract negotiations. Mr. Bezanis recounted a time when the teachers
“had a half an hour to read through the
entire contract and vote on it. And that’s
the first and last time we heard about the
contract.” By giving teachers the contract
right before the vote, teachers are deprived of the opportunity to thoroughly
discuss the new contract, convey contentions, and ask questions.
The C.B. team has been in power
since the 1980s, and now it is time for
the W.E. The Caucus of Working Educators are ushering in a new era, and a new
brand of education and leadership in the
School District of Philadelphia. Be sure
to support Mr. Bezanis and Mr. Muhammad as they campaign for positions in the
W.E. slate.

Lena Popkin (277)
Staff Writer
Making a Murderer previewed on
Netflix a month ago, and since then, over
700,000 people have watched all ten
hours of the series. Through the story of
Steven Avery, who was convicted for the
murder of Teresa Halbach, the documentary questions the American justice system and poses questions about issues like
police corruption and wrongful imprisonment. It is nearly impossible to go onto
social media without reading articles
about the Avery family and how it has
been wronged or taken advantage of by
authorities on the way to Steven Avery’s
life sentence.
In the United States, about 10,000
people per year are wrongfully convicted
of felony level crimes, but, accounting for the people who are never given
the opportunity for a second trial and
for exoneration, that number could be
significantly higher. In order to correct
such wrongs, the Innocence Project was
created. Based in New York City and
founded in 1992 by defense attorneys
Barry C. Scheck and Peter J. Neufeld, the
Innocence Project is a national non-profit
organization that specifically employs
DNA evidence to exonerate people who
were wrongfully convicted of felonies.
The Philadelphia-based Pennsylvania
Innocence Project (PIP) works independently from the National Innocence Project, but strives for the same goal. The PIP
attorneys and volunteers work to identify
individuals wrongfully

Photo is copyright material of Netflix.
convicted of crimes, using any evidence
they are able to find and present it to the
court.
Marissa Boyers Bluestine, the legal
and volunteer director of the Pennsylvania Innocence Project, has dedicated her
career as a defense lawyer to working on
cases that many people believe are futile.
It takes the PIP a long time to get their
cases vetted and reviewed—sometimes
they can take ten or more years—in addition to the long and arduous process.

Bluestine and the other staff only take on
serious cases with long sentences, often
rape or murder, in which they believe
they can get the defendant exonerated.
Even so, there are circumstances when
they are unable to provide sufficient evidence. The person remains in prison, despite the organization being convinced of
their innocence. “Waiting for a miracle,”
Bluestine called. “Cases where we firmly
believe that they’re innocent but there’s
just no evidence or legal loophole.”

A Journey With Mock Trial

PC: Ana De luca Mayne (275)

Jana Pugsley (277)
News Editor

When a friend dragged Ana De Luca
Mayne (275) to a meeting of Central’s
mock trial team, she did not expect to
love it, let alone become one of the team
captains. On Martin Luther King Day
weekend, the team competed at the La
Salle University Blue and Gold Invitational, and De Luca Mayne placed as one
of the top witnesses in the competition.
Her achievement reflects the success
of the team. Central’s mock trial team
makes it at least to quarter finals every
year, sometimes winning the city championship. Overall, they have gotten as far
as third place out of over 300 teams in
Pennsylvania. At tournaments, individual team members often win additional
awards like “best witness” and “best attorney.”
Although the legal cases are hypothetical, Central takes mock trial seri-

Central’s Mock Trial Team.
ously. De Luca Mayne estimates that
“maybe a third of the members want to
pursue a career in law. [Mock trial] is a
place where people who like to figure out
problems and be the center of attention
tend to gravitate.” The team practices
every day after school and occasionally
on weekends, in which students discuss
cases and give each other feedback. Preparation for tournaments teaches the team
members to speak confidently. “The most
important skill an attorney needs is to be
able to take up a room,” she explains.
“Everyone’s eyes should be on them, and
both attorneys and witnesses need to be
able to improv. [They should] be willing
to take in feedback, but in the courtroom
people have to act as if they are the best
person there.”
Central was supposed to compete in
a tournament at the University of Penn-

sylvania on the last weekend of January,
but it was cancelled due to snow.
Currently, the mock trial team is
preparing for and competing in the city
competitions because its success there
determines whether or not the team advances to the state competition. The city
competitions started on the week of midterms. Central’s rival, Roman Catholic
High School, has won the city championship for the past few years. “Tensions are
always high when we’re going against a
school we know is talented. Sometimes
we’re more laid back and we get sloppy.
That causes us not to do well,” De Luca
Mayne states.
Whatever the outcome of the city
competitions may be, Central’s mock
trial continues to push students to think
critically and brings great pride to the
school.
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Sports

Students Are the Athletes, Teachers Are the Coaches

Baktiar Choudhury (276)
Sports Editor
Central High School is one of few institutions that chooses athletes based on
scholarly merit. Despite this seemingly
large barrier, the school still manages to
produce superb competitors that have led
sports teams such as the Wrestling Team
and the Bowling Team to City Championships. This has stayed true throughout
Central’s history, but it was reflected
most on January 28th, 2008. It was the
date that the Central Girls’ Varsity Basketball team’s superb 101 game winning
streak came to an end. The team broke a
record set by the Boys Basketball team of
West Philadelphia High School with the
help of Gene Banks. As most basketball
geeks know, Gene Banks would go on to
be drafted into the National Basketball
Association by the San Antonio Spurs.
The 2008 Girl’s Basketball team was
led by coach Frank Greco who was a
member of the 228th class and the Athletic Director at the time. Coach Greco
served with the help of his assistant
coach Ron Montgomery, who served as
an NTA. These instructors were the very
backbone of the team, allowing the Girls
to run scrimmages against the Boys and
ensuring they had the best facility possible during practises. They were also the
perfect embodiment of what a teacher’s
role within a student’s life should look
like. Instructors such as Liston Knowles

and Robin Hart did not only assist the
players athletically, but personally
worked with students who were failing
academically and/or socially.
According to Mr. Kahn, a prominent
Central alumnus, coaches like Frank
Greco and Liston Knowles are very important for the academic spectrum as
well. In Mr. Kahn’s perspective, “If you
can focus on athletics; you can focus on
academics.” Joining athletics also helps
a student to gain greatly needed skills.
According to Mr. Kahn, it helps one “to
develop a good work ethic, and the determination to succeed and to reach your
goals.”
Central understands this fact to be
greatly true, which is one of the reasons
the high school offers every sport allowed
by the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association (PIAA); something that
even Northeast has yet to accomplish.
During an interview Mr. Kahn expressed
great appreciation toward the many different teachers of the Central community
who actively play a role in allowing for
this to occur. Teachers from the social
studies department such as Mr. Graham
and Mr. Horwits have taken over tennis,
JV baseball, and golf; Mr. Trott and Ms.
Haskins of the English department have
taken over soccer. It is truly the contribution of both teachers and students that
allow Central to have such a high stance
not only in the academic field, but the
athletic field as well.

One Ramp, Ten
Pins, Zero Obstacles!
Isaac Spear (276)
Staff Writer
Central bowling! Perhaps not a team
most people even knew existed at Central High School. Brian Kennedy (276),
the captain of the bowling team, noted
the sport’s slowly but steadily growing popularity at Central. This year, at
the first team meeting and tryouts, the
bowling team saw a large uptick in attendance from last year. While only seven
players are on each varsity squad (boys
and girls), interest in the team has grown
throughout the years, and the increase in
tryouts will make the competition more
intense.
The team practices at Erie Lanes on
1300 E Erie Ave two to three times per
week. The practices consist of the players getting constant repetitions while also
working on weak points. For example,
Brian Kennedy’s weakest point in bowling is converting spares. He knocks the
remaining pins down over and over again
until he is satisfied that he has improved.
Bowling does not require too much
equipment besides the lane and the bowling pins (only a ball and special bowling
shoes are needed), so Erie Lanes provides
this additional equipment with which the
team to practice. Serious bowlers like
Kennedy, however, own their own gear,
which is higher quality equipment than
what the alley provides.

As captain, Kennedy isn’t just a
bowler; he also plays the role of coach.
As a nationally ranked bowler who has
bowled since he was six years old and
competitively since he was eight (at the
age of eight, he competed in and won his
first ever bowling tournament), he is very
experienced and uses his knowledge and
high level of skill to help his teammates
improve. Head coach Richard Johns is
the leader of the team.
Not only does he coach the players
on their game, but he also “keeps them
focused and motivated to win,” according to Brian Kennedy.
Bowling is just as much a mental
game as it is a physical game, and the
hardest aspect of the sport, according to
Kennedy, is consistency. One strike will
not cut it. In order to win, the bowler
must maintain a high score throughout all
ten frames, frequently converting strikes
and spares. If a bowler makes one mistake, they must not dwell on the past, but
go out and make their next shot count.
The team were the victors of the
Public League last year, and they aspire
to win another championship this year.
According to Kennedy, “expectations
for the team are to win the public league
championship and place in the top five
at the state tournament.” Even though
bowling is not a very popular sport at
Central, the bowling team is one of the
school’s best.

Lancer Records
(As of February 22, 2016)

Boys’ Swimming: 7-0
Boys’ Wrestling: 6-1
Boys’ Basketball: 6-14

Girls’ Swimming: 5-3-0

February 2016
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This is the basketball used on January 28th, 2008 when the 101 winning streak came to an end.

Central Wrestler Breaks Record
Isaac Spear (276)
Sports Writer
Zach Robles (275) started wrestling
when he was just eight years old. It only
took one week for him to begin wrestling
competitively, and since then, he has never looked back. Now in his final season
wrestling at Central, he is the school’s
all time leader in match victories with
his win total almost reaching the same
number as his weight class. Throughout
his four years wrestling at Central, two
of which he was a varsity captain, Zach
Robles has wrestled at the 106 pound and
113 pound weight classes.
A constant struggle for wrestlers is
making weight, shedding enough pounds
to be at or slightly below one’s weight
class. Last year, Robles said, “I had to
cut a decent amount of weight and it was
awful. Starving and continuously working out sucks.” Despite the struggles of
always being hungry but also not being
able to eat, as well as the constant running and jumping rope to lose weight,
Robles still dominated his weight class
and made it all the way to the district
final. It was his single most memorable
wrestling challenge; he practiced incessantly for weeks for this one specific
match. Sadly, Robles lost by a score of
1-0, a heartbreaking defeat that motivated

Zachary Robles prepares to fight.
him to work even harder this year.
Robles focuses on winning his individual matches and constantly improving
because he expects the team as a whole
to be in the public league finals every
year. The matches he wrestles during the
public league season are against easier
opponents, so they don’t matter as much
to him. He uses these matches to better
prepare for more difficult opponents in
larger tournaments in the future.
Robles has become a living Central wres-
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tling legend, yet he stays quiet and humble, keeping his nose to the grindstone,
practicing hard, and winning consistently. He credits his success to his coaches,
and is grateful that he has had his own
older brother as a coach to push him to
achieve his goals. Robles doesn’t want
to stop at 105 wins— wants to continue
winning until there are no more high
school matches, or opponents, left for
him to wrestle.
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